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10-Apr-2010
Hello / મારા હાલા ાિતજનો,,
For past few days, I was surrounded by a question in my mind and that question was about the 
satpanth darma. Since my childhood, I had not much on Satpanth and hence was more to know 
more about it.
થોડા દવસો થી મારા મનમા ંએક સવાલ ખટક  ર ો હતો. અને એ સવાલ હતો સ પથં ધમ ના બારમા.ં 
નાન પણ થી મ આ િવષય પર કઈ સાભં ુ ંન હ ુ ંએટલે આ િવષય ણવાની વ  ુઉ કુતા હતી.

I had heard divergent views on Satpanth.
Some said;
– Satpanth and Sanatan dharm are same;
– Things have changed a lot as the time has passed;
– Satpanth is a dharm based on Vedas;

મને અનેક જ યાથી અલગ અલગ વાતો સાભંળવામા ંઆવતી હતી. કોઈ કહ ુ ંક…
સ પથં અને સનાતન તો એકજ છે.
હવે પહલા ુ ંનથી, હવે તો ઘ ુ ંબ ુ ંબદલાઈ ગ ુ ંછે.
સ પથં ધમ વેદો ને મને છે.
On the other side;
Satpanth is a muslim dharm;
Satpanthis look and pretend to be like Hindus, but are Muslims from deep within;
etc.. etc..
બી  બા ુ ,
સ પથં ધમ ુ લમ ધમ છે.
સ પથંી બાહર થી હ ુ  વો દખાવો કરશે પણ દર થી ુ લમ છે.
વગેર… વગેર…
Hearing such divergent views, my mystery deepened and I decided to study the dharm in depth.
આવી બધી વાતો સભંાળ ને ુ ં જુવણમા ંપડ  ગયો. એટલે મ ન  ક  ુક ુ ંઆમા ં ડાણ થી તપાસ કર શ.
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In order to study the dharm in depth, I decided that I would study the main objective and is style 
of functioning. I will put more emphasis on things on which I can get concrete evidence. My, this 
thought guided me to study the religion of Khoja muslims (Ismaili Muslims), because Imam Shah 
(founder of Satpanth) was a Khoja Muslim. Hence the opinion of Khoja Muslim community of the 
Satpanth community is vital link in understanding the Satpanth dharm. Khoja Muslims have a 
huge library containing well researched historical evidences and manuscripts of Satpanth religion, 
written by Imam Shah.
મ ન  ક  ુક મારા આ િવષય ના અ યાસ માટ બને યા ં ધુી આ ધમ ના ળૂ હ  ુઅને કાય ણાલી ઉપર 
યાન આપીશ અને  ચીજોમા ંઠોસ રુાવા હોય એવી ચીજો ઉપર વધાર ભાર આપીશ. મારો આ િવચાર 
મને ખો  ુ લમ ધમ ને Study કરવામાટ મજ રુ કર છે. ખો  ુ લમ ધમ એટલા માટ ક સ પથં ધમના 
થાપક એક ખો  ુ લમ હતા એ તો સવ ણો છો. એટલે સ પથં ધમના બારમા ં ુ ંકહવા ુ ંછે ખો  
ુ લમ ધમ ુ ંએ બ ુ જ ર  છે. ખો  ુ લમ ધમ ની Library બુ િવશાળ છે અને તેની દર સ પથં 

ધમના ળૂ હ ત લે ખત ુ તકો િશવાય એ ધમ પર ઘણાજ ડાણ થી અ યાસ કરલા Research Document 

અને Literature છે.
When I started doing an in-depth study I was astonished with the findings which led me to do 
more in-depth study.
મ જયાર આ ધમ ને ડાણતા થી તપાસ કરવા ુ ંચા  ુક  ુતો ુ ંબ જુ અચભંામા ંઆવી ગયો અને મ વ  ુ
ડાણ થી આ િવષય ઊપર અ યાસ કરવા ુ ંચા  ુક .ુ

Motive/હ ુ
The findings of my research had potential to answer the similar questions arising in the minds of 
many people. Hence I decided that I will share my findings with the people from our community. 
In this endeavor, I will send series of emails containing and explaining my findings.
In the series of sharing my findings, this is my first email to our people.
મારા આ અ યાસના ફળ, મારા વા ઘણા ય તના મનમા ંઆવતા સવાલોનો જવાબ બની શક, એટલા 
માટ મ ન  ક  ુક ુ ંમારો અ યાસના પ રણામોને આપની ાિત ના લોકો સામે કુ શ. આના માટ માર  
પાસે થી તમે ધીર ધીર અનેક email મળશે. આ િસલિસલામા ંમારો આ પહલો email છે.
The answers to questions like;
What is the mission of founder of Satpanth dharm?
How to reach the pinnacle of Satpanth dharm?
When is the Gurumantra given to be recited at midnight?
Is Satpanth a Muslim dharm?
…
…
… can be found in the library documents of the Khoja Muslims. One such document can be found 
in the following links
http://issuu.com/patidar/docs/satpanthi_way_of_converting_hindu_to_muslims_-d or 
http://issuu.com/patidar/
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નીચે ના ળૂ તૂ સવાલો…
સ પથં ધમ ના થાપક ુ ં ુ ંMission હ ુ…ં
સ પથં ધમ મા ંટોચ ધુી પો ચવા ુ ંકવી ર તે?

મધ રાતના જપવા માટ ુ ુ મં  ાર આપવામા ંઆવે છે?

આ ુ ં ુ સીમ ધમ છે?
… ….
…ના જવાબ પે ખો  ુ લમ ના દ તાવેજોમાથંી એક પા ુ ં આ email સાથે જોડ ુ ં છે.
http://issuu.com/patidar/docs/satpanthi_way_of_converting_hindu_to_muslims_-d અથવા 
http://issuu.com/patidar/
Link: https://archive.org/details/Series1-SatpanthiWayOfConvertingHindusToMuslims

This is my sincere request to all our community members to bring the aforesaid document to the 
notice of as many members as possible.
માર  તમો સ ુ ં ાિતજનો ને િવનતંી છે ક આ email તમો વ  ુને વ  ુઅ ય ાિતજનો ના યાન મા ંલાવશો.
In case you are not getting my emails on the subject, but are interested, then kindly send in your 
request at realpatidar@gmail.com.
તમને આવા email ન મળતો હોય પણ તમે આવા email regular મળે એમ ચાહતા હો તો 
તમે realpatidar@gmail.com પર સપંક કર  શકો છો.
Regards / લી.,

Real Patidar / ખરો પાટ દાર
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Method of Pir Sadruddin's mission

ખો  ુ લમ ના દ તાવજેોમા ંથી કાઢલો આ એક પા ુ ંછે. મા ંસ પથં ધમના 

ળૂમા ં ુ ંછે અને તેનો હ  ુ ુ ંછે એ દશાવ ેછે.

સ પથં થી અ ણ ય તના મનમા ંઆવતા સવાલો...

1. સ પથં ધમ ના થાપક ુ ં ુ ંMission હ ુ?ં

2. બાહર થી દખાતા હ ુ  ધમ વો અને સુલમાન ના ર ત ર વાજ પાળવાવાળો

આ ધમ ખરખર કયો ધમ છે?

3. સ પથં ધમ મા ંટોચ ધુી પો ચવાના ૩ ( ણ) stage કયા છે?

4. આ ુ લમ ધમ છે તો તેમા ં હ ુ  દવો, હ ુ  રઈવાજો અને હ ુ  નામ ધરાવતા

ુ તકો કમ છે?

5. ધમ પલટો કરવા માટ કવી ુદંર ય થા છે?

6. મધ રાતના જપવા માટ ુ ુ મં  ુ ંછે?

7. િવ  ુભગવાન નો દસમો અવતાર (િન કલકં) એ સ પ થીઓ માટ વા તવ માં

હઝરત અલી છે?

8. ી  stage ણૂ કરવા માટ એક ય ત ુ લમ કવી ર તે બને છે?

9. કવી ર તે આખા પથં ને ઇ લામ તરફ પલટા યો?

10. હ ુ  સતં અને યોગી ના વેશમા ં ચાર?

11. કવી ર તે લોહાણા, મૂરા અને બી  િતયો ુ લમ બની?
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Method of Pir Sadruddin's mission

Muhammad Umar writes in "Islam in Northern India" (Aligarh, 1993, p. 371) that, "Perhaps one 
factor which greatly contributed to the popularity of Islam among the Hindus was that the Muslim 
mystics did not ask the newly converted Hindu to renounce their former customs and rituals. They 
presumed that the converts themselves would renounce the un-Islamic practices in due course. As 
such we find references about the Hindus, who had embraced Islam but still practicing the traditional 
beliefs and customs even after conversion." Likewise, it ensues from the kernel of the ginans and 
traditions that the landmark of Pir Sadruddin's mission was the gradual conversion into at least three 
processes. The method he employed was based on a special missionary framework.  

In the embryonic stage, the disciples were given the ethical and moral teachings with a simple 
understanding of the Satpanth (true path). Local symbolic terms in native dialects were employed in 
the sermons and ginans, such as alakh nirinjan (Ineffable God), guru bharma (Muhammad), nar 
naklank (Ali), nar (Imam), guru (Pir), harijan (devotees), gat (assembly), gat ganga (prayer-hall), 
gatpat (holy water), jaap (invocation) etc. The vocabulary, similes and technical terms were confined 
to the prevalent social customs. Special ginans were composed with supreme skill in the languages 
of the country folk for the disciples, providing them the flavour of the traditional bhajan(song), 
wherein Pir Sadruddin identified himself with the appalations of Gur Sahodeva and Gur 
Harichandra. These poetical hymns were tinged with mythological ideas, social customs and 
folklores. Hence these ginans were paraphrased purely into Indian languages, a procedure that 
proved extremely beneficial on several counts. The emphasis was placed on making the transition 
from Hinduism to Islam as easy and as smooth as possible. He did not insist on the adoption of 
traditional form of Muslim rituals, which, in any case, were in language foreign to the converts, 
therefore no hard and fast rule had been imposed upon them. It may however be pointed out that the 
new converts possessed crude notions of meditation, but their practice in gnostic was restricted 
within a narrow compass. He imparted them gradually the practice of zikr(remembrance) into a 
positive Sufic style, called jaap, and watched every moment of the disciples' spiritual growth. The 
disciples were also afforded liberty to retain their traditions, social customs and culture. Ali Ahmad 
Brohi writes in "History on Tombstones" (Hyderabad, 1987, p. 132) that, "The main attraction that 
the Ismaili faith had was the freedom to continue ancient local beliefs and customs without causing 
any break with the old social order."  

In the second stage, the disciples were entrusted the solemn word (guru mantra, or sat shabada) to 
mutter it privately on every midnight. Pir Sadruddin sorted out and imparted the common analogical 
elements from Islam and Hinduism. He found analogies in their philosophical ideas, and placed the 
greatest value upon the inner aspects, and put aside the external formalism. Saiyid Athar Abbas 
Rizvi writes in "History of Sufism in India" (New Delhi, 1978, 1st vol., p. 109) that, "The Ismaili 
missionaries were enthusiastic, who unhestingly modified their esoteric system to suit their 
converts." Hence, this stage offered the disciples to pick up the refined teachings linked in Islamic 
essence with no hard Arabic shell under the theory of Das Avatara. The disciples were imparted that 
the tenth incarnation of Vishnu was manifested at salmal deep (Arabia) as naklank (Ali), who was 
then in the dress of Shri Salam Shah (Imam Islam Shah), residing at Irak Khand(Iran). In this way, 
Pir Sadruddin reformulated, within the Hindu framework the Shiite doctrine of the Imamate as the 
Divine Epiphany. The doctrine of the Imamate thus was integrated into the mission within the 
framework of Vaishnavite ideas, who were a dominant stream of Hinduism in northern India. In 
sum, the new converts saw in Satpanth a completion of their old faith, and through this orientation, 
they also found Prophet Muhammad and Imam Ali coherence in their own tradition.  

True indeed it is, that Pir Shams was first to propound the theory of Das Avatara, which was more 
concise, but Pir Sadruddin initiated it elaboratively in his small treatise, entitled "Das Avatara". It is 
to be noted that Sayed Imam Shah had also produced an amplified version on it. 

Page 1 of 4Method of Pir Sadruddin's mission
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Mul Mantra: Pahela Aava Do;
pachhi Islam ma paltavo

First Stage:
Hindu Naam chalavo

Ginan kevi reete
rachya

Imam Shah; potane
raja Harishchandra
no avtaar batavyo

Hindu thi muslim
banava mate
bahuj saral ane
smooth rasto
banavyo

Stage 2: Madh
Ratna japva mate
Gurumantra
aapvama aave

Vishnu na Dasmo
Avtaar (Naklank
Avtaar) Imam Islam
Shah (Ya Ali), Iran
valane batavama
aavya.



Few other ginans were also composed in the second stage, differing little with the composition of 
preceding stage. Henceforward, the loan words and vocabulary drawn from the languages of Arabic 
and Persian were permeated in the ginans, wherein Pir Sadruddin identified himself as Pir Sahodeva, 
Pir Harichandra, or Pir Sadruddin.  

After being mastered, the disciples were given pure Sufic teachings with certain rituals in the third 
stage simply on Shiite pattern. Emphasis was continued to be given in getting absorbed in 
meditation, which ultimately bore them the titular appellation of khoja (get absorbed) in the same 
manner as we have discussed in the period of Pir Satgur. It however seems that the trading class of 
Lohana in Sind was the first to have emerged as the khojas publicly due to their dealings with 
outside circles. As a result, the people from all walks of life, had rendered its meaning as merchant or 
nobleman which was fairly irrelevant rendering in essence. This title however became a replacment 
for the original Hindu Lohana title thakur or thakkar, meaning lord, master.  

The new converts ultimately emerged as the khojas were now capable to receive devotedly whatever 
they had been initiated. Pir Sadruddin indeed islamized the faith of the people mildly and never 
hampered in their culture, and the Hindus in masses absorbed the best of Islamic thought more 
Indian than foreign in character. Pir Sadruddin then began to censure the new converts for their 
Hindu rites, condemning under logical expressions, such as caste distinction, idol-worship, ritual 
bathing, the authority of the six schools of Hindu philosophy, and the traditions of asceticism and 
abstraction from the world, whose few examples are given below from the book of his ginans:-  

* You will never attain salvation in worshipping pebbles and stones. (142:2)  

* You have designed the idol with lime after burning the pebbles and stones. How can it be called 
Lord Krishna? (142:3)  

* You go to Kasi to take bath in the Ganges. What is this water-pilgrimage? If liberation is availed in 
bathing, then the fish in it can attain salvation. The fish in the Ganges remains in it, being stunk all 
the times. (183:4-6)  

* O'careless ones! why do you adore stone? Why do you designate it as your deity, which does not 
bend or speak by itself. (203:2)  

* The Vedas are being listened bereft of purpose. How the sins be obliterated through its listening? 
(167:8)  

* The pandit says, `I do not eat meat.' O'pandit! let me know, wherefrom the curds and milk are 
procured? (123:5)  

* The Yogi adores Gorakh-Nath, while the Brahmin to Shiva and the Ascetic worships Paras-Nath. 
These three ones have gone astray in this world. (96:3)  

Hence, he consciously safeguarded his followers' Islamic root and identity. Eventually, the 
boundaries between the Muslims and Hindus were well defined in the ginans. He formed a 
symbolical bridge between Islam and Hinduism analogically - a landmark characteristic of his 
mission.  

Summing up the peculiar missionary method of Pir Sadruddin, Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi writes in "The 
Muslim Community of the Indo-Pakistan Subcontinent" (Karachi, 1977, pp. 41-2) that, "There are 
several instances on record where an Ismaili missionary posed as a Brahmin or a Hindu priest and 
instead of flatly contradicting the doctrine of the faith, he sought to subvert, he confessed its basic 
assumptions and introduced some of Ismaili beliefs in a disguised form and thus slowly and 
gradually paved the way for total conversion. Lack of total adherence has never worried the Ismailis, 
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3rd Stage: Dhyan ma
madhyam thi Khoja
Muslim banavana

Have aava lokone
Hindu reet rivaj ane
manyatao mukvi pade

Hindu reevajo, manyatao
mukvamate batavata karano

 Vedas 

 Kasi to take bath in the Ganges. 

`I do not eat meat.

 gone astray in this world. 

 worshipping pebbles and stones. 

 why do you adore stone?

Hindu Sant, yogi na veshma
muslim dharm no prachar



because they are fully confident that the convert will ultimately accept the faith fully. This kind of 
conversion is achieved in a peculiar manner. At the outset, the appeal is not on the basis of dogma or 
beliefs, but an attempt is made to convince the potential convert of the spiritual greatness of some 
persons. In the early days, the missionary himself was a man of exemplary character. Very often Ali 
was depicted as an incarnation of Vishnu among the Vaishnavites. In short, after some personal 
loyalty had been created, the disciple was taken through various stages into full-fledged belief in the 
teaching of Ismaili Islam."  

It is however, much nearer to reasonable possibility to assert that the mass conversion took place in 
the proselytizing mission of Pir Sadruddin in Sind, Kutchh, Gujrat and Kathiawar. He seems to have 
discarded the old rituals introduced in the former missions, and gave them palpable shapes. "In this 
way," says Ansar Zahid Khan in his "History and Culture of Sind" (Karachi, 1980, p. 275), "Sadr al-
Din was responsible for providing the final touches to the Nizari Ismaili sect." He also commissioned 
vakils (deputies) in different places to collect religious dues to be deposited at the main treasury in 
Uchh. He also started three times prayers in a day in Indian language tinctured with Koranic verses. 
He is reputed to have articulated a Communal Bond among the Indian Khoja Ismailis. Earlier, the 
isolated followers could hardly know their co-religionists, residing in other places due to the lack of 
coordination. This communal bond is also sounded at present as a living force in the Ismaili world.  

Pir Sadruddin summoned big assemblies of the Khoja Ismailis many times in Sind and Kathiawar, 
inviting the local and neighboring followers to participate, to bind them together under a community 
bond, since their linkage fulfilled not merely a fraternal, but also a communal function. On such 
occasions, special ginans were composed, which had been couched in different dialects. Writing on 
the ,mission of Pir Sadruddin, Ali Ahmad Brohi says in "History of Tombstones" (Hyderabad, 1987, 
pp. 133-4) that, "Anyone who embraced Ismaili dawa was free to practice his traditional cult and 
even retain his previous names, caste, identity with the additional declaration of faith in Imam and 
veneration for Pirs and descendants of Ali. By the adoption of such liberal attitude a great many 
powerful tribes, such as Langah, Soomras and Lohanas, were attracted to the Ismaili Satpanth."  

Pir Sadruddin passed his later period of life in Jetpur in the vicinity of Uchh, a town in Bahawalpur 
State, situated on the south bank of the Satlaj river. It was also called Uchha, Osa, Askalinda, 
Deogarh or Chachpur, and the Arabs named it Basmad. The tradition relates that Raja Chach had 
built a tank near Uchh, known as Rani Tank, and ordered a town to be built at the spot, and named it 
Chach, which later corrupted as Uchh. It was an old seat of Muslim learning. Its graveyards and the 
tombs of saints silently reflect an story that the place must have been very famous during the Muslim 
regime. It seems that Uchh provided great respite and peace to the Muslim saints. Pir Sadruddin also 
made it his headquarters, and lived in the nearby village called, Sadarhu, and this may be more likely 
cause that he became to be revered locally as Sadar Shah. He built his small residence at Jetpur for 
his family. During his residency at Uchh, he had created a close relation with the local eminent 
persons, notably a certain Niyab bin Kamal of Bahawalpur, who eventually became his follower. It is 
related that once he was in the house of Niyab bin Kamal, where he was stricken by his last illness. 
Niyab wept profusely when he found that his Pir was about to depart from the world. Pir Sadruddin 
made a will to bury his body in his house. Thus, Pir Sadruddin died in 819/1416 and was interred in 
the house of Niyab bin Kamal, which had been converted to a shrine in 1058/1648 by the local 
people. He had five sons, viz. Sayed Zahir al-Din, Sayed Salauddin, Pir Tajuddin, Sayed Jamaluddin 
and Pir Hasan Kabiruddin.  

Pir Sadruddin was a great Ismaili preacher, philosopher and dialectician. He indeed towers like an 
Everest, with no Alps around. It ensues from his ginans that he was the first poet of Gujrati and 
Sindhi languages. Writing about the ginans, Prof. Annemarie Schimmel remarks in "Pearls from the 
Indus" (Hyderabad, 1986, p. 14) that, "It is possible that the mystically tinged songs (ginans) and 
religious instructions used by the Ismaili missionaries constitute the oldest extant example of Sindhi 
literature." The author further adds that, "It seems that the oldest extant documents of Sindhi 
religious literature are found in some Ismaili texts of the 14th century, written in Khojki 
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Hazrat Ali ne Bhagwan
Vishnu no Dasmo Avtaar
banavyo

Aavi reete hindu Naam, Jaat,
Oolakh ne pakdine Islam ma
paltavine ALI ma shraddha
rakhavine Lohana, Soomra
ane anya Jattiyone Muslim
banavya.



script" (Ibid., p. 55). Sarah F.D. Ansari writes in "Sufi Saints and State Power" (Cambridge, 1992, p. 
17) that, "The ginans or mystical writings of the Ismailis display considerable parallelism of thought 
with Sufism as well as with the Hindu Bhakti tradition, sharing markedly similar themes and motifs." 

Pir Sadruddin was also well steeped in the knowledge of astronomy, astrology and physiology. He 
also mastered in Indian pharmacy, and used to treat the local people. He also assisted the poor in 
Uchh and ministered to the sick and travellers, thus he won great applause.  
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